
Animatron is a video and animation software development company that enables visual 
storytelling for businesses, agencies, and individuals through its video creation tools. 

Founded in 2011, Animatron is headquartered in Boston, MA, with offices in the US and 
Europe. The company emerged as a result of an animation project assigned to the 
founder’s 10-year-old daughter. 

Now, a few years later, Animatron addresses digital marketing needs and enables brand-
driven storytelling with Wave.video and Studio — products designed to create tailor-made 
videos with just a few clicks.
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Learn more about our products: animatron.com

Read about all things video marketing, social media, content marketing, and animation 
tips on our blog: blog.animatron.com

Connect with us on LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/animatron
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Wave.video is a social video maker that empowers marketing professionals to create 
engaging videos and ads in minutes. Choose from an extensive library of 6M royalty-free 
video and audio clips or upload your own media, add logo to increase brand awareness, 
highlight your message with stylish fonts and finish strong with a powerful call-to-action. 
Instantly resize your video for desktop, square, or mobile to maximize social media 
outreach. Wave.video is optimized to make high-converting videos and drive traffic to your 
website!

Animatron Studio is an easy-to-use and powerful online animated video maker that allows 
creating stunning animations and videos with a simple drag-and-drop. Animatron Studio 
empowers unlimited creativity for businesses, agencies, and individuals by offering unique 
ways to personalize and customize their visual stories. For an even better user experience, 
Animatron Studio offers the Lite mode, a simplified version designed specifically for those 
who have never had any animation experience before.

Wave.video

Animatron Studio

Create engaging marketing 
videos in minutes

Universal HTML5 and video 
animation maker 
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